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Consider a spline s(x) of degree n with L knots of specified multiplicities 
R 1 ,..*, RL, which satisfies r sign consistent mixed boundary conditions in 
addition to s(“)(a) = 1. Such a spline has at most n + 1 - r + $, R, zeros 
in (a, b) which fulfill an interlacing condition with the knots if S(X) + 0 every- 
where. Conversely, given a set of n - r + &, Rj zeros then for any choice 
vll < ... < 7~ of the knot locations which fulfills the interlacing condition with 
the zeros, the unique spline s(x) possessing these knots and zeros and satisfying 
the boundary conditions is such that s(“)(x) vanishes nowhere and changes 
sign at 7, if and only if Rj is odd. Moreover there exists a choice of the knot 
locations, not necessarily unique, which makes 1 P(x)1 = 1. In particular, 
this establishes the existence of monosplines and perfect splines with knots of 
given multiplicities, satisfying the mixed boundary conditions and possessing 
a prescribed maximal zero set. An application is given to double-precision 
quadrature formulas with mixed boundary terms and a certain polynomial 
extremal problem connected with it. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A polynomial spline s(x) of degree TZ with L knots a < 71 < ... < vL < b 
of multiplicities R, ,..., RL , ckl Rj = K, may be written as 
s(x) = i CiXi + i: 2 c&(x - T#yfi, (1.1) 
i=O j=l i-1 
where (x)” = xn if x < 0 and zero otherwise. It will be assumed that s(x) 
satisfies the boundary conditions 
n-1 
z. [u,(qz) + b&-l-qb)] = 0, i = l,..., r (1.2) 
on which a certain sign consistency condition is imposed (Section 2). Then the 
number of zeros of s(x) in (a, b), Z(s; (a, b)) is bounded by 
qs; (a, b)) < n + I + k - r - i oj ) (1.3) 
j=l 
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where aj = 0 if (-l)“j s(“)(Q-) S(~)(Q) > 0 and aj = 1 otherwise; this bound 
is decreased by 1 if the boundary conditions are separate. Furthermore, if 
S(X) + 0 in (a, 6), the zeros and knots must fulfill certain interlacing conditions. 
Conversely, given n + k - r specified points xi and any placement of the 
knots such that the interlacing condition holds, consider the unique spline s(x) 
of degree n possessing these knots, satisfying (1.2) and 
s(xJ = 0, i = I,..., n+k-7, (1.4) 
dn)(a) = 1. (1.5) 
The piecewise constant nth derivative of this spline exhibits a definite sign 
pattern 
P(x) fi (- l)Rj > 0, 77m<X<rlm+1, l<m<L. U.6) 
i=l 
Moreover, and this is hardest to show, there exist locations of the knots such 
that 1 s(“)(x)1 = 1, and these locations are unique except when the boundary 
conditions are truly mixed. Even then the corresponding splines always coincide 
on certain intervals containing the end points. For example, the conditions 
M(-1) = M(l), M(xJ = 0 for xi = 0, -Ji, -J$ are satisfied by any monospline 
of degree 2 with two knots [r , &(R, = R, = 2) such that - 4 < tr < - Q 
and &. = tr/(9E, + I), and all these monosplines coincide on (--I, - 8) and 
(ii, 1). 
These are the main new results of this paper. They have obvious implications 
for monosplines and perfect splines. Indeed, upon taking all Rj even we obtain 
the existence of a monospline with multiple knots satisfying mixed boundary 
conditions and possessing a specified maximal zero set. In view of (1.3) this 
also proves existence in the case of multiplicities of arbitrary parities. In this 
direction our results extend those of Schoenberg [15], Karlin and Schumaker 
[lo], and Karlin and Micchelli [8], who considered Rj = 2 and separated 
boundary conditions, and those of Karlin [5] and Micchelli [II] for multiple 
knots without boundary conditions. On the other hand, taking all Rj odd yields 
a perfect spline with multiple knots satisfying (1.2) and (1.4). Previous results 
in this area have concentrated on perfect splines with simple knots and the 
interpolation of arbitrary data [l, 6, 71. 
The above intimate connection between monosplines and perfect splines also 
finds its expression in the dual problems in which they figure as illustrated by 
the following example (cf. [2, 9, 12, 161). The unique perfect spline of degree 
n = (2~2 + l)L with all knots of multiplicity 2m + 1 and satisfying the 
boundary conditions ,(j)(u) = s(j)(b) = 0, j = O,..., n - I, @(a) = 1, has its 
knots located at the zeros of that polynomial q(x) of degree L with highest 
coefficient 1 which minimizes Jz 1 q(x)1 2m+1 dx. On the other hand, on taking 
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n = 2mL, the knots of multiplicity 2m and the above boundary conditions one 
finds that the unique monospline satisfying these conditions has its knots 
located at the zeros of q(x) when it minimizes jz 1 9(x)1”” dx. 
In the latter case the knots are also the nodes of the “double-precision” 
interpolatory quadrature formula which uses at each point 2m - 1 function and 
derivative values (cf. [17]). More generally, using the ideas of Schoenberg [15], 
our results show for instance that for given 0 < x,, < ... < xk < 1 there exist L 
nodesO=~,<~r<*.. < ~+r = 1 and corresponding weights A,, , Bj such 
that the quadrature formula 
is exact for all splines of degree m with simple knots at xi , i = O,..., 2K; moreover 
Aji > 0, i = 0, 2 ,..., Rj - 2, j = 0 ,..., L + 1 (R, = RL+, = 2). As mentioned 
before the nodes are not necessarily unique in this case. 
Finally it is worthwhile pointing out that our methods apply with minor 
modifications to Tchebycheffian splines although for simplicity we confine 
attention to polynomial ones. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF SPLINES WITH MAXIMAL ZERO SETS 
In order to be assured of the possibility of finding a spline of degree n with a 
total of K = CF=, Rj knots satisfying (1.2), (1.4), and (1.5), an interpolating 
spline for short, it is necessary to impose a sign consistency condition on the 
boundary form (cf. [14]). Define the matrices 
4 r.m+l = ll(-l)k+n-‘-i a,j II&=:, 
(2.1) 
3 r.m+1 = II 43 Ili=:,f=zn 3 O,<m<n--1, 
p(m) = rank II A,,, , B,,, II , p = rank AT,, , q = rank B,,, . (2.2) 
Ye assume henceforth that the following requirement holds. 
, 3~;~dA;TE~';,~~ The matrix 11 Ay ,, , B,,, 11 is sign consistent of order r 
+ 
(ii) If k < n then 
n + k - r + p(m) Z m, l<m<n-k. (2.3) 
The purpose of the latter requirement, the Polya condition, is to rule out the 
,ssibility that the interpolation and boundary conditions, (1.2), (1.4), can be 
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met simply by a polynomial. It always holds if k >, min(r - p, T - q). The 
importance of (i) lies in the following implication. 
LEMMA 2.1. If the spline s(x) of degree n satisfies the boundary conditions (1.2) 
which conform to Postulate I, then 
S+((- 1)’ s’i’(a))t + S+(sCi)(b)),” 
> r - 1 + S+(s(n)(a), -W(a)) + S+(-(-l)+s’ s’B’)(b), s’“‘(b)) 
+ S”(s(a’)(a), (- l)k+“-a’ W(b)), 
where 01’, /I’ are the largest integers < n - 1 such that W)(a) s@‘)(b) # 0. If the 
boundary conditions are separated then the last term is replaced by 1. 
Here S+(c$ denotes the maximum number of sign changes in the sequence 
c, ,..., c, when zero entries are replaced by + 1, or - 1. For a proof see [3]. 
This lemma will be used in conjunction with the Budan-Fourier theorem, which 
gives a bound on the number of zeros (counting multiplicities) of a spline s(x) 
in the interval (a, b), Z(s; (a, b)). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let s(x) be a spline of degree n exactly. Then 
Z(S; (a, b)) + S+((-l)i s’i’(a))t + S+(s’i’(b)),” < n + W(s; (a, b)) 
and the two sides d#er at most by an even integer. 
For the proof and the precise definition of W(s; (a, b)) we refer to [13]. For 
completeness we will in most cases provide the appropriate expression for 
W(s; (a, b)); roughly speaking it counts the number of sign changes of s(“)(x) 
taking the knots into account. We are now prepared to explore some properties 
of splines. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any @line s(x) of degree n with L knots a < Q < ... < 
vL < b of multiplicities R, ,..., RL which satis$es the boundary conditions (1.2: 
L 
Z(s; (a, b)) < n + 1 + k - r - C oj , 
j=l 
(2.4 
where oj = 0 if (-l)“i s(“)(~~-) s(“)(Q+) > 0 and oj = 1 otherwise; this bound i 
decreased by 1 if the boundary conditions are separated (r = p + p). 
Proof. We assume that s(n)(x) # 0 everywhere, referring for the general cas 
to [13]. Then, by definition, W(s; (a, b)) = & W(s; Q) and 
W(s; 7j) = S+({(--l)“-R’-i ~(~)(q~-)};-~‘, (s’i’(~j+)};+l-Ri) - Ri , 
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whence W(s; 7j) < Rj - oj . The proof is completed by invoking Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let s(x) 6e us in Proposition 1.1 and suppose ~(~~)(a) > 0. 
If Z(s; (a, 6)) >, n + k - r and s(x) does not vanish identicull’y anywhere in (a, 6) 
then S(~)(X) vanishes nowhere and 
Ej-1Sti)(7j-) 3 0, Ej-l(-l) 
n-Rj-i (i) 
s (7j’) >, 07 i = n - Rj ,..., n, 
j = l,...,L (23) 
s'"-"(u) >, 0, (- 1)" d-(6) > 0, 
where cj = Hi=, (-l)“i, and the inequalities are strict unless otherwise implied 
6y the zeros of s(x). In particular in (1.1) ejeldji > 0, i = 1, 3, 5 ,..., j =: l,..., L. 
Remark 2.1. Equality in (2.5) can occur for at most one j and in that case 
Z(s; (a, 6)) = n f I + k - r. Thus for separated boundary conditions the 
inequalities are always strict. 
Proof. From the previous proposition it follows that aj = 0 for all j except 
possibly one, say j = 1. Were (or = 1, then either (-l)“-l s(“)(u) s(~)(ZJ) >- 0 and 
W(s; (a, b)) = k - 1, or W(s; (a, b)) < k - 2, which on substitution in Lemmas 
2.1 and 2.2 implies a contradiction, Z(s; (a, b)) < n + k + 1 - r. Thus each 
expression W(s; vi) has to take on its maximum value, Ri , implying (2.5). 
The proof that the inequalities are usually strict is a little more delicate. It is 
based upon the following generalization of the Budan-Fourier theorem [13], 
l’(s; (a, 6)) + S+((-l)i S(~)(U)): + S+(S’~‘(~)),” = n + W(s; (a, 6)), (2.6) 
where Y(s; 5) = S*(S(~)([-))~ ,, + S?((-l)i sti) (6’)): - n $ W(s; 0. Hence, if 
e.g., am-) = 0 but s’~-~)(v~-) s(r+l) (vj+)#Oforsomen+l -R,<Z<n- 1 
it follows from (2.5) that Y(s; Q) >, Z(s; T,~) T 2, while in general Y(s; [) 2 
Z(s; t), yielding a contradiction. 
A further property of the spline of Proposition 2.2 is that the zeros and knots 
must interlace properly as required by Lemma 2.2. For example, an interval 
containing I knots can contain at most n + 2 zeros. In order to formulate this 
condition more precisely denote by K(qi , Q) the number of knots, counting 
their multiplicities, interior to (lli , Q) and by N[Q+, ~-1 the number of zeros 
xi , repeated according to their multiplicities, in [Q+, ~~-1. 
INTERLACING CONDITION. Giwen integers p, q, Y, n such that p < n, q < n, 
max(p, q) ,( r < p + q, the knots vj , j = 1,. .., L of respective multiplicities Rj 
and thepoints {xi};““~ will be said to fuljill the interlacing condition if the follozcing 
hold: 
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1. N(a, ~~-1 + r - q < n + K(a, vi) for aZZ vi; 
3 -. Qi+, b) + r - p < n + K(7]< ) b) for all Q; 
3. Y7i+, Q-I< n + K(Q ,7J for d yi < 76 
4. N(a, ~~-1 + N[T~+, b) + r - 1 < 2n f K(a, Q) + K(vj, 6) for all 
7i < rlj . 
The last relation, which is superfluous when the boundary conditions are 
separated, has an additional term of --I compared to the usual case [14]. The 
reason for this is that the sign consistency requirement on the boundary form 
may only imply S+((-l)i ~(~)(a))~ + S+(P)(b)): > r - 1, Lemma 2.1. This 
fact also causes the explicit formulation of the interlacing condition to be 
somewhat unusual, namely, 
(i) either for some integer h, Y - q < h < p, 
Xi-A C 5i < Xi+n-A 9 i = l,..., k, 
(ii) or for some integer h, Y - q + 1 < X < p, there exist integers i, , iz , 
O<i,<i,<k+l,suchthat 
xi+l-A < 5i < Xitn+l-A , 1 < i < i, , 
Xi+1--A < 4i < Xi+-n-X 7 iI < i < i, , 
Xi-A -c 4i < X’i+n-A 9 i, < i < k. 
Here {[[}t are the same as {Q}: when the latter are repeated according to their 
multiplicities. 
As a converse to this property we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let s(x) be an interpolating spline of degree n (i.e., satisfying 
(1.2) and (1.4)) whose knots Q < . . . < Q satisfy the interlacing condition with the 
points (x~}:+~-~. Then s(x) f 0 everywhere in (a, b) and hence the conclusions of 
Proposition 2.2 hold. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that, for example, s(x) = 0 in (T~ , ~~+r) 
with R, < RI,, , but s(x) -f 0 elsewhere. Contract (TV , ~r+r) to a point, by 
considering S(X) instead of s(x) with S(X) = s(x) for x < Q , S(X) = S(X + d) for 
x > 7z I Ll = 7z+1 - 7z . According to the interlacing conditions one loses in 
the process at most n points xi while gaining the vanishing of P(r],-), 
i = O,..., n - R, , and the loss of a knot of multiplicity RL . Thus 
Z(S; (a, b - A)) > n + 1 + k - R, - r, W(S; (a, b - d)) < k - R, and from 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 it follows that the equality sign must hold in both. But 
then W(S; Q) = R,,, , whence Z(S; Q) > n + 2 - R, and Z(S; (a, b - A)) > 
n + 2 + k - R, - r, a contradiction. 
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In the next section it will be shown that it is possible to choose the knot 
locations such that the interpolating spline has 1 S(~)(X)/ = 1. It is clear from 
the interlacing condition that there is hope of obtaining this only if the knots 
are placed in certain intervals. In particular when the last L - m knots are at 
permitted locations the range of rlln is restricted to (a,, 6,,), where a, is the 
largest number 5 such that 




N[5+, ~-1 > 1~ + 1 f C 4 forsomem f 1 <Z<L; 
j=m+1 
and b, is the smallest number 5 for which at least one of the following hold. 
775-l 
N(a, 5-I f y - Q b n + 1 + c Rj , 
j=l 
N(cz, 4-1 + iV[yL+, b) + r - 1 > 2n + 1 + K - 2 Rj 
j=m 
forsomem+l ,<E<L, 
Explicitly, let x(d) be the largest (smallest) integer A, h <p (A > r - q + 1) 
such that xipA < ti < x~+~+~-~ , i = R + l,..., k, with R = Cy-, Rj . Setting 
p = R - A, v = n f 2 f R - R,, - A, we have 
a m = x, if x = p and ti < xifne3 for i > R, 
= %+1 else, 
6, = mink , sd 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS PROPERTIES OF SPLINES WITH A GIVEN MAXIMAL 
ZERO SET AND lt~~ DERIVATIVE OF CONSTANT ABSOLUTE VALUE 
Our principal aim in this section is to establish that given n + k - r zeros 
xi , it is possible to choose the knots such that the interpolating spline s(x) has 
/ S(*)(X)/ = 1. By Proposition 2.2, the multiplicity of a knot determines whether 
s(‘~)(x) changes sign at a knot or not. For example, when all knots are even one 
obtains a monospline. Since moreover the maximum possible number of zeros 
of a monospline with a knot q of odd multiplicity Rj is the same as that of a 
monospline with Q of even multiplicity Rj - 1, this result proves existence for 
multiplicities of arbitrary parities as well. In fact, an even stronger result holds: 
whenever Rj is stipulated to be odd we may actually fix the location of vj (pro- 
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vided the interlacing condition holds) and still obtain a monospline. The proof 
of this result is virtually the same as the one we will present for the case of all 
multiplicities even, when use is made of the fact that we are free to add another 
interpolation condition, e.g., s(~)(Q+) = 1. 
Our method of proof rests upon the fact that for any choice of the knots for 
which the interlacing condition holds there is a unique interpolating spline S(X) 
of degree n (i.e., such that (1.2) (1.4), and (1.5) are satisfied) possessing these 
knots, (cf. [14]). Proposition 2.3 shows that the interpolating spline has many 
properties in common with the desired spline. It remains only to show that a 
proper adjustment of the knots gives the desired result. This we do by induction, 
the induction step being the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. For fixed locations T,+~ < ... < Q of the last L - m knots, 
restricted only by the interlacing condition, there exist locations of the$rst m knots 
71 < ... < ?lVn such that {?lf}f satisJies the interlacing condition and the interpolating 
spline with these knots, s(x), satisfies ! s(“)(x)/ = 1 in (a, T~+~). Moreover, the 
knots Q , i = l,..., m and the spline s(x) are uniquely determined unless there are 
interpolation points X, y E {xi}:+‘-” such that y < v,,,+~ and 
N(a, x-1 + N[y’, b) + r - 1 = 2n + K(a, X) + K(y, b). 
- - 
In the latter case any possible nonuniqueness is con$ned to (x, y). In particular, 
uniqueness always prevails when the boundary conditions are separated. 
Proof. Fixing the positions of the last L - m knots, assume the theorem to 
be true by induction for any location 17 of the mth knot in the permitted range 
(a, , b,,,), see (2.6) (2.7). Now move the mth knot, all the while adjusting the 
locations ol’ the first m - 1 knots, ~(q),j = I,..., m - I, so as to keep on having 
1 scn)(x; ~)1 = 1 in (a, 7). By the induction hypothesis s(x; 7) need not be well 
defined in all of (a, b) but it is in (7, b). Consider 
We aim to establish the induction step by showing that a location 7 = ?I,,, of 
the mth knot can be found such that / s,(q,)I = 1. In fact, j sm(q)i = E,,s,(~) 
will be shown to be a continuous monotonic function of 7, d / s,(q)i/dv > 0, 
taking on all values between zero and infinity (the sign of s,(q) is uniquely 
determined; Proposition 2.2). In order to prove this we would like to consider 
t(x) = (a/+) s(x; 7). If it exists everywhere it has the following properties. 
(a) t(x) is a spline of degree at most n; 
(b) t(x) satis$es the interpolation and boundary conditions (1.2) and (1.4); 
and t’“)(a) = 0; 
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(c) at qj(v) t(x) has a knot of multiplicity Rj $ 1 and t(*)(Tj+) = 0, 
j := 1 ,“.> m - 1; at rlj t(x) has a knot of multiplicity Rj, j = m f l,...,L; 
(d) at 7 t(x) has a knot of multiplicity R,, + 1 and there by (I .l) and (2.5), 
%-l[t (n-Rm)(7+) - t’“-Rna’(7-)] = c&n $- 1 - R,,) dml > 0. (3.2) 
More generally 
t(n-Rj)(7ji.) _ t(n-R~)(7j-) -; (n + 1 - Rj) $$.d d,, , j-1 ,..., m - 1, 
(3.3) 
and Ej-1 di, > 0. 
If a unique spline with properties (a)-(d) exists it is the desired derivative. 
Though this is not the case in general we will see that t(x) is always uniquely 
determined outside the first m - 1 knots and there then indeed t(x) = 
(a/a?) s(x; 7). For this purpose let us consider U(X) satisfying (a)-(c) and 
(d’) at 7 u(x) has a knot of multiplicity R,,, , 
and show that then U(X) ~0 in (a, 7r) and (7,,-1 , b). This tactic may also be 
viewed differently on the basis of the explicit representation (1.1) of S(X). Consider 
the system of n + k + m nonlinear equations, comprised by the interpolation 
and boundary conditions on s(x; 7) and the conditions S(~)(X) n:=, (-l)“i = 1, 
7j < X < 7j,1, j = I,..., m - 1; involving the 11 + k + m + 1 unknowns ci , 
i = O,..., n, dji , i = l,..., Ri , j = I,..., L, qi , j = l,..., m - 1, and 7. We are 
then about to show that either all these unknowns may be solved for in terms of 
7, i.e., the Jacobian does not vanish, or, if not, it can be done at least for ci , 
i-0 ,..., TZ, and dii , i = I,..., R, , j = m ,..., L, i.e., the Jacobian is decomposable. 
LEMMA 3.1 . If u(x) has properties (a)-(c) and (d’) then either u(x) = 0 OY 
there exist 5, , J& , 71 < & < & < rl such that u(x) = 0 in (a, [,) and (5, , b) and 
N(a, L-1 + N[L+, b) -I y - 1 = 2n + K(a, 5,) + K(5, , b). (3.4) 
Remark 3.1. In the case of separated boundary conditions (3.4) can never 
occur. In general (3.4) indicates that the interpolation problem is decomposable 
in the sense that the boundary conditions and the interpolation conditions in 
(a, <,) and ([a , b) suffice to determine s(x) uniquely in these intervals. 
Proof. Suppose to begin with that U(X) is exactly of degree n. If U(X) g 0 
everywhere then using (b) in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 yields 
w(u; (a, b)) > k + S’(u(“‘)(a), (-l)k-+“-a’ @‘j(b), -(-1)” u(“)(b)). (3.5) 
On the other hand (c) and (d’) may be used to provide an upper bound for 
W(u; (a, b)). For simplicity assume u(~--I)(x) # 0 in (a, 7), and U(~)(X) # 0 in 
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(7, 7J; an assumption to the contrary only lowers the upper bound (cf. [12]). 
In this case by definition 
m-1 
+ ,+({--(-,),-Rnr-'~(i)(7-)}~r~~n, {u"'(~+)}~-;~+~) - 5 R, + 1 
j=l 
< f R, - S+(Z+~)(U), E,,u@‘)(~+)), 
j=l 
W(u; (7, 6)) = i W(u; Q) < i R, - S+(U(“)(T+), ~~(-1)” u’“)(b)). 
j=m+1 j=m+1 
Hence 
W(u; (a, b)) < k - 1 + S+(u(n-r)(u), -( - 1)” u’“‘(b)), 
which contradicts (3.5). By the same method it is easily seen that a contradiction 
cannot be prevented by assuming U(X) = 0 in a subinterval. 
We conclude therefore that U(X) is at most of degree 11 - 1 and its knots are of 
multiplicities Rj , j = I,..., m--l,andRj-l,j=m ,..., L.Ifnow 
for all 7~~ < qj , 
then the knots {& and points {x~};+~‘-” satisfy the interlacing condition necessary 
for unique interpolation by a spline of degree n - 1 [13]. Since the boundary 
form has the requisite sign consistency, it follows that in this case U(X) = 0. 
Assume then that 5s is smallest such that (3.4) holds for some [t < 5, . It is 
readily seen that U(X) = 0 in (a, 5,) and (5s , b). For example, suppose to the 
contrary that u(x) is there of degree 2 exactly and does not vanish anywhere. Then 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 applied to (a, 5,) and (1s , b) and definition (2.2) show that 
with p(Z) > Y - 2(n - 1 - I), which contradicts W(u; (u, 5,)) < K(u, &). 
Finally we want to show that 5, < 7. Indeed, if this is not the case, say 
51 = 71 > iz = 17L > then the conditions zP(r],) = 0, i = O,..., n - Kr - 1 and 
II(~)(Q) = 0, i = 0 ,..., n - RL , in addition to the vanishing of u(x) at the 
interpolation points situated in (& , &) determine U(X) uniquely, i.e., U(X) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let s(x; 7) be an interpolating spline with knots ql < ... < 
17m-1 < 71 < 7m+l < ... < 7r. such that I s(‘+; 7)l = I in (a, 7). Then 
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d i sn,(r])l/d7 3 0; azso dT)j(Tj)/dT 3 0, j = l,...) m - 1, whenever these derivatives 
are defined. Moreover, d 1 s,(~)l/d~ = 0 ;f and only if (a/87) s(x; 7) = 0 in (7, b) 
i.e., for some vu. < 77 
N(a, 7,-l + w?+, b) + r - 1 = 2% + qa, 7,) + Jq7, 4, (3.6) 
in which case s(x; v) is uniquely determined in (a, 7,) and (7, b) solely by the condi- 
tions applicable there. 
Proof. We consider only the case that (3.4) does not hold, i.e., t(x) = 
(a/L$) S(X; 7) which has properties (a)-(d) is defined everywhere. By the argu- 
ments of the previous lemma it is seen that if t(x) is of degree 72 - 1 at most 
then (3.6) must hold. Assume then that t(x) is of degree n exactly. 
If t(x) + 0 everywhere we get, as in the previous lemma, 
T,$l(t; (a, b)) > R + S+(W(a), (-1)k+S-8’ t@‘)(b), -(--I)” t(“)(b)) 
while the upper bound becomes (7 is of multiplicity R, $ 1) 
w(t; (a, b)) < k f S+(t’“‘(a), (-l)Iz++b P)(b)), 
where the two sides differ at most by an even integer. Hence /3 = 7t and 
W(t; (a, b)) = K + 1, implying that the maximum number of sign changes is 
achieved in each component of W. In particular, in view of c,-l[t(n-Rm)(7+) -
t(n-y7)-)] > 0, 
(i) d I Sj(7>I 
4 
= EpyX) > 0, 7j < X < Tj+l , j = m,..., L, 
(ii) cj-l[t(n-R~)(7j+) - t(“-Rj)(yjJ] > 0, i.e., F d%(7) > 0 , 
j = I,..., m - 1. 
It is easily seen that even if t(x) = 0 somewhere the above conclusions have 
to be modified only in so far as to allow for equality. Moreover d / sj(T)l/dT > 0 
and dsj+,(~)/d~ = 0 for some j >, m if and only if t(x) G 0 in (Q+~ , b) and (3.6) 
holds with 11 replaced by rlj+r . 
LEMMA 3.3. With s(x; 7) as in the previous lemma 
lim 1 sm(~)l = 0 and 
aa, $y I hn(rl)l = a* m 
Proof. When y+ a, , s(x; q) - 0 uniformly for x in (7, b). Take for instance 
the case that N[u,+, b) + r - p > n + 1 + CT? Rj , i.e., a, = X, , 
p = ~~~, Rj - p. Then, as q - a, , s(x; 7) converges in (7, b), independently 
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of the locations of the knots 7i, i = I,..., m, to the unique spline of degree n 
with knots rlrn+r ,..., 7= which interpolates to zero at x, ,..., x,+~-~ and fulfills the 
Y -p boundary conditions involving only the endpoint b, i.e., to zero. 
When 7 --t b,,, s(x; 7) converges in (a, 7) and (7L , b) for the appropriate 7l 
(see (2.7)). This is easily seen to be true when 7i(7), i = l,,.., m - 1, continues 
to fulfill the interlacing condition even in the limit. Assume then, in view of 
the previous lemma, that for some j, 1 <j < m - 1, 7j --f b, . Then there is 
convergence in (a, 7j) and (71 , b). Moreover, since i ,cn)(x; 7)l = 1 in (7j , 7j+1) 
and since, as we will presently see, ,(y)(x; 7) has there at least one zero, 
r=n+l -RI,..., n - 1, it follows that s(x; 7) converges also in (a, 7j+1) 
and hence in (a, 7). To see that ,(y)(x; 7) vanishes in (7j ,7?+r) suppose that this is 
not implied by the zero set. Then it is seen from Proposition 2.2 that 
S-+(( - l)i ~(~‘(7~7; )); = 0 and certainly S’(~o)(7~+r; 7)):-r = 0. Using the 
generalized Budan-Fourier theorem for a polynomial p(x) of degree n [12], 
Y&J; (a, b)) -f S+((- l)i p’“)(u))” o I S+(p’i’(b))” x 0 n, 
where 
Y(p; X) = S+(p’qq) o i s+((-l)i p’i’(x))o” - n = qp; x) 2 2h, 
h integer, we get that if s (y) # 0 in (7j , 7j+1) then Y(s(v); (7? , 7j+J) > 2 and 
Y(s; (7j , rlj+r)) 3 Z(s; (7j , 7$+J) + 2. Substitution in (2.6) yields a contra- 
diction. 
If it is now assumed by contradiction that limVrbm j sm(7)j is finite it follows 
similarly that s(x; 7) converges in (a, rlrn+r) and (71 , b) as 7 + b,, . This however 
cannot be the case, for if b, is an interpolation point it would imply s(x; b,,,-) = 0 
in (a, b,,,), contradicting 1 So = 1; and if b, = 7,>!+t convergence follows in 
all of (a, b) with s(x; b,,,-) an interpolating spline with too few knots. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let s(x) with knots {~}f undo with knotsfj, ,..., ijT1, T,,~-~ ,..., Q 
be two interpolating splines for which j stn)(x)~ = I So = 1 in (a, ~m;l). Then 
there are interpolation points X, 7 such that s(x) and S(X) coincide on (a, h’) and 
(7, b) and for both 
N(u, z-1 + N[J+, b) + Y - 1 = 2n + K(u, x), + K(y, 6). 
Proof. If ?rn = ii,,, > the lemma is true by the induction hypothesis. Suppose 
then that rlnl < f,,, and therefore d 1 sm(7)l/dq = 0 for rllll < 7 < Gj,,{ . Select 
;i,, , p least, according to Lemma 3.2 and choose X( 7) to be the interpolation 
point closest to the left (right) of qU(qnl). Th en the relation of the lemma holds 
for s(x). Moreover, dTj(7)/dT = 0 for 1 < j < p - 1 and rlnl < 7 < qnr . Now 
consider what happens when the position 7 of the mth knot varies from jjm to 
rlnl . As long as 7 does not pass an interpolation point 7,,(7) cannot do so as 
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otherwise d~,,($/& = 0. Thus the relation continues to hold. It also follows that 77 
cannot possibly pass an interpolation point if ds,(q)/dv = 0 is to continue to 
hold for it would mean that the spline s(x; T), which is already uniquely deter- 
mined in (a, 2) and (7, b), has to satisfy an additional interpolation condition. 
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